
Asset management

Banking

Insurance

EY Comply addresses a diverse set of operational challenges,

allowing clients to focus on core business functions and higher-

ROI objectives.

Our global experience, data-centric mindset, and continual

investment in scalable technology have proven to de-risk our

clients’ operating models and reduce their existing program

costs by 15% to 20%.

Industries served:

EY Comply combines core business capabilities and flexible

resource pool with innovative technology to deliver a seamless

set of managed services.

Data Management
as-a-service

Financial Controllership
as-a-service

PARTNER BRIEF

THE SNOWFLAKE DATA CLOUD:
PARTNERING WITH EY COMPLY TO
POWER YOUR MIDDLE-AND BACK-
OFFICE OPERATIONS
EY Comply is an industry-leading managed services platform that offers a proven, reliable, end-to-end
solution that can dramatically streamline and scale your reporting, allowing you to meet compliance
obligations, and is now powered by Snowflake.

GLOBAL DELIVERY

EY COMPLY SERVICES

EY

Regulatory reporting
as-a-service

Tax compliance 
& reporting
as-a-service

ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE

KEY ADVANTAGES

FUND ADMINISTRATOR CONNECTIVITY

GLOBAL TAX & REGULATORY NETWORK

SCALABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES DATA FABRIC

INDUSTRY-LEADING ALLIANCES

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH PROCESSES

EMBEDDED SECURITY CAPABILITIES

END-TO-END CONTROL FRAMEWORK
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ABOUT SNOWFLAKE
Snowflake delivers the Data Cloud—a global network where thousands of organizations mobilize data with near-unlimited scale, 

concurrency, and performance. Inside the Data Cloud, organizations unite their siloed data, easily discover and securely share 
governed data, and execute diverse analytic workloads. Wherever data or users live, Snowflake delivers a single and seamless 

experience across multiple public clouds. Join Snowflake customers, partners, and data providers already taking their businesses 
to new frontiers in the Data Cloud.                                    

 
ABOUT EY

At EY, our purpose is building a better working world. The insights and quality services we provide help build trust and confidence in the capital markets
and in economies around the world. We develop outstanding leaders who come together to deliver on our promises to all our stakeholders. In doing so,

we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities. ey.com

snowflake.com

The EY–Snowflake alliance modernizes how companies manage, exchange, and report data by combining
Snowflake’s Data Cloud with EY Comply's managed services. 

Together, Snowflake and EY Comply provide a secure, data-centric platform that leverages contemporary
patterns to improve the quality and consistency of clients' financial, regulatory, and tax reporting. Key value
drivers include:

SECURED DATA
Leveraging Snowflake’s Data Exchange minimizes the risks
of data exposure present in traditional delivery methods

PREDICTABLE COST & LONGER-TERM SAVINGS
Combining scalable technology with business expertise
reduces existing program costs and solve capacity
constraints

SPEED-TO-IMPLEMENTATION
Utilizing well-defined data within Snowflake to
streamline onboarding creates expedited value
for clients

CONSISTENCY & TIMELINESS
Publishing and accessing core data sets in
Snowflake reduces latency and drives consistency
across EY Comply business services

SNOWFLAKE'S SECURE DATA CLOUD PROPELS EY COMPLY TO A NEW LEVEL OF POWER & EFFICIENCY

TRUSTED TO DELIVER OVER 10,000 REPORTS ANNUALLY 

$3T+ ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT SUPPORTED BY EY COMPLY   

15+ FUND ADMINISTRATORS SUPPORTED

https://twitter.com/SnowflakeDB
https://twitter.com/SnowflakeDB
https://www.linkedin.com/company/snowflake-computing
https://www.youtube.com/user/snowflakecomputing
https://www.facebook.com/snowflakedb/

